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1

Introduction

The evapotranspiration (ET) algorithm developed in the framework of LSA-SAF targets the
quantification of the flux of water vapour releases from the ground surface (soil and canopy)
into the atmosphere using input data derived from MSG satellites. The ‘MET’ acronym is used
for ‘MSG ET’. Present document aims to describe in detail the methodology adopted for the
version 04 of the LSA-SAF ET algorithm. Two other documents are available. The ‘validation
report’ (VR) gathers all results of performed validation tests. The ‘product user manual’
(PUM) provides a detailed description of the model output (product characteristics, file format
and content structure).
Satellite remote sensing (SRS) stays as the only method capable of providing wide area
coverage of environmental variables at economically affordable costs. However, a major
difficulty to the use of SRS for monitoring ET at regional and global scale is that the phase
change of water molecules produces neither emission nor absorption of an electromagnetic
signal. Therefore, ET process is not directly quantifiable from satellite observations. It has to
be assessed, taking advantage of information gained through the satellite about surface
variables influencing evapotranspiration (Choudhury, 1991). Most of proposed methods use
SRS derived data combined into models with different degrees of complexity ranging from
empirical direct methods to complex deterministic models based on SVAT modules that
compute the different components of the energy budget (see e.g. Courault et al. (2005), for a
short review). Simplest methods are only applicable locally, where they were calibrated. Most
methods can only be applied for clear sky conditions. This is the case for methods requiring as
input Land Surface Temperature (LST). Furthermore, zenital angle restrictions can limit the
availability of LST like in the case of LSA-SAF LST product.
The methodological approaches selected in the framework of the LSA-SAF intends to be
applicable at regional to global scales, to be able to provide a monitoring at short time step to
follow the diurnal cycle evolution and to obtain results continuously for all nebulosity
conditions. Due to its limited availability LST is not exploited in the current version of the
algorithm. However, a possible use as ancillary data will be investigated in the future. The
adopted method can be described as a SVAT scheme modified to accept input data from
external sources (Gellens-Meulenberghs et al., 2006, 2007). It is based on the physics of the
Tiled ECMWF Surface Scheme for Exchange Processes over Land, TESSEL (Viterbo and
Beljaars, 1995; van den Hurk et al., 2000). Main modifications operated to the initial model
allow the model to run decoupled from the atmospheric model and to use data from external
sources like SRS derived data, NWP output and recent information about land-cover
characteristics. In this approach, the area for which ET has to be assessed is divided into
independent pixels, in a one-to-one correspondence with the pixels of a satellite image. Each
pixel is in turn considered as being a mix of homogeneous tiles, each tile representing a
particular soil surface: bare soil, short canopy, high canopy, etc. The global pixel value is
obtained through the weighted contribution of each tile. Theoretically, ET can be derived in
6
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near real time at the time resolution of MSG satellite images. In practice, the generation of ET
will be limited by the availability of input data. Since radiation components from LSA-SAF are
generated every 30 minutes, LSA-SAF MET is produced at the same frequency.
The next section describes the methodology. It is dedicated to the detailed description of the
model used: physical equations, parameterisation and assumptions. The third section deals with
the input variables used in the context of the LSA-SAF. A sensitivity analysis of the method is
presented in a fourth section. A fifth section presents a short description of the model output.
The adopted methodology combines the forces of remote sensing approaches and NWP
models. Expert knowledge about the global ET product quality and its added value is provided
in a final section.

2

Methodology

The elementary spatial unit of the model is called pixel in reference to the basic unit of the
SEVIRI instrument on board of MSG satellites. The dimension of the surface represented by a
pixel varies in function of its location (longitude and latitude) and is 3x3 km at MSG sub
satellite point. The size of a pixel over the European region is about 4x5 km. Since the
vegetation cover influences most of the surface atmospheric processes over land, the estimation
of ET is made by reference to a land cover map which provides the fraction of vegetation types
within each MSG pixel. The different vegetation types considered in the MET algorithm are
listed in Table 1. This primary vegetation types are called “tiles” and each pixel may be
composed of several tiles. In practice, a maximum of four tiles (3 vegetation tiles + bare soil)
are allowed by pixel. ET is calculated separately for each tile in pixel and the pixel value is
obtained by a weighted contribution of all tiles composing the pixel.
gD [hPa-1]
#
Vegetation type
rs,min [s/m]
1
Bare soil
50
0
2
Snow
NA
NA
3
Deciduous Broadleaved trees
300
0.03
4
Evergreen Needleleaved trees
250
0.03
5
Evergreen Broadleaved trees
250
0.03
6
Crops
180
0
7
Irrigated crops
180
0
8
Grass
110
0
9
Bogs and Marshes
250
0
Table 1 Vegetation type considered by MET algorithm and associated parameters rs_min
(minimum stomatal resistance) and gD (coefficient for the dependency of canopy resistance
–rc- on water vapour pressure deficit)
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2.1

Model description at tile level

The surface energy balance is computed by the algorithm at tile level in a conceptual layer,
called skin layer. This latter represents the coverage of the land surface (vegetation, bare soil,
snow) as a flat layer, without description of the 3-D structure of the canopy.
The MET algorithm is an energy balance model aiming to compute, for each tile i in the
considered pixel, the partition of net radiation ( Rn i ), sensible heat flux ( H i ), latent heat flux
( LE i ) and heat conduction flux into the ground ( Gi ) according to
Rn i − H i − LE i − Gi = 0

(1)

In this relationship the following sign convention is adopted: Rn i is positive downward
whereas the three other fluxes are positive upward. In this way, all the fluxes are positive
during daytime and can be easily compared and represented graphically.
The land cover influences the repartition of the surface fluxes and the forcing fields used in the
model. The main input data are solar radiation at surface ( S ↓ ), long-wave radiation at surface
( L↓ ), air temperature ( Ta ) and specific humidity ( q a ) at reference height ( z a ), surface air
pressure ( Pa ), wind speed ( U a ) at reference height ( z ), surface albedo ( α ), soil temperature
( Tk ) and soil moisture ( θ k ) at four soil depths ( k ).

2.1.1

Net radiation

The net radiation is given by
Rn = (1 − α ) S ↓ + ε ( L↓ − σTsk4 ,i )

(2)

where ε is the surface emissivity, Tsk ,i is the skin temperature (K), σ is the StephanBoltzmann constant (5.67 10-8 W m-2 K-4).
2.1.2

Heat flux conduction into the ground

A common choice to parameterize the soil heat flux ( Gi ) is to approximate it as a fraction ( β i )
of the net surface radiation ( Rn ii ), assuming that it has a diurnal variation in phase with the net
radiation following

Gi = β i .Rni

(3)
8
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While different variants based on the same assumption exist in the literature (Choudury et al.,
1987; Bastiaansen, 1995; Norman et al., 1995; Jacobsen and Hansen, 1999; Friedl, 2002;
Kustas et al., 1993; Santanello and Friedl, 2003), we choose the parameterization of Chebhouni
et al. (1996). This parameterisation requires only the knowledge of Leaf Area Index (LAI). The
heat conduction flux into the soil is calculated according to equation 3. In this equation,
coefficient βi is calculated as a function of LAI via the Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation
Index (MSAVI)

β i = 0.5. exp(a1 .MSAVI i )

where a1 = −2.13

(4)

MSAVI i = a 2 − a3 . exp(−a 4 .LAI i )

where a 2 = 0.88 , a3 = 0.78 , a 4 = 0.6

(5)

Leaf area index used in the model are generated from the monthly ECOCLIMAP LAI fields at
tile level. The figure 1 shows the ECOCLIMAP leaf area index for the dominant tile over
Europe for the month of May, the MSAVI image (calculated with equation 5) and the β i
image (calculated with equation 4) for Europe.

Figure 1, Beta ( β i , right) and MSAVI(center) images generated from the ECOCLIMAP LAI
(left) for the dominant tile over Europe, for the month of May.
2.1.3

Latent and sensible heat fluxes

The latent and sensible heat fluxes are obtained via a resistance approach according to
equations 6 and 7 respectively.
Lv ρ a
[q sat (Tsk ,i ) − q a (Ta )]
LE i =
(6)
rai + rci

(

Hi =

ρa
ra i

)

[c

p

(Tsk ,i − Ta ) − gz a

]

(7)

In this equation ρ a is the air density, ra the aerodynamic resistance, z a is the reference height
above the surface that corresponds to the given air temperature and humidity, z is the height
9
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corresponding to the wind speed, rc is the canopy resistance, q a the specific humidity, q sat the
specific humidity at saturation.
The aerodynamic resistance ( ra ii ) is directly connected to the stability of the atmosphere, as
shown in equation 8. Friction velocity ( u* ii ) and Obukhov length ( Li ) are therefore needed to
calculate the aerodynamic resistance and are expressed in equations 9 and 10 respectively.

ku*i
⎛ z − di ⎞
⎛ z − di ⎞
⎛z ⎞
⎟⎟ − Ψh ⎜⎜ a
⎟⎟ + Ψh ⎜⎜ 0 hi ⎟⎟
ln⎜⎜ a
⎝ z 0 hi ⎠
⎝ Li ⎠
⎝ Li ⎠
kU a
=
⎛ z − di ⎞
⎛ z − di ⎞
⎛ z 0m i ⎞
⎟ − Ψm ⎜
ln⎜
⎜ L ⎟⎟ + Ψm ⎜⎜ L ⎟⎟
⎜ z0m ⎟
i
⎝ i ⎠
⎝
⎠
i
⎝
⎠

1
=
rai

u*i

Li =

(8)

(9)

ρ a u*3

i

⎛ H
LE
kg ⎜ i + 0.608 i
⎜c T
Lv
⎝ p a

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(10)

In this equations Ψh and Ψm are, respectively, the sensible heat and momentum stability
functions, as described in Beljaars and Viterbo (1994). Sensible and latent heat fluxes are
needed in equation 10 to compute the Obukhov length, the complete system of non-linear
equations has to be solved iteratively (see section 2.3 for solving procedure)
The canopy resistance rc used for vegetation is computed by adopting the Tessel formulation
given by

rc =

rs,min
LAI

f1 ( S ↓ ) f 2 (θ ) f 3 ( Da )

(11)

as a function of incoming solar radiation at the surface ( S ↓ ), average unfrozen soil water
content ( θ ), atmospheric water pressure deficit ( Da ), leaf area index (LAI) and minimum
stomatal resistance (rs,min). The minimum stomatal resistance scaled by LAI fixes the maximum
rate of evapotranspiration observed for each vegetation type in absence of any constrains.
Values of rs,min are taken from ECOCLIMAP or recalibrated. The adopted values are listed in
Table 1.
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The Jarvis functions are given by:
⎛ b.S ↓ + c ⎞
⎟
f1 ( S ↓ ) −1 = min⎜⎜1,
⎟
a
.(
b
.
S
1
)
+
↓
⎠
⎝
θ − θ pwp
f 2 (θ ) −1 =
θ cap − θ pwp

f 2 (θ )

−1

(12)
if θ pwp ≤ θ ≤ θ cap ;
(13)

=0

elsewhere

f 3 ( Da ) −1 = exp( − g D .Da )

(14)

with
Da = esat (Ta ) − e(Ta )
where e is the water vapour pressure.

(15)

Averaged soil water content in the root-zone, available for the transpiration of plants via
function f2, is computed by means of equation 16. The four-layered soil moisture is modulated
by a function of soil temperature to take in account the phase of the water in the soil (equation
17) and is combined in a weighted average value, using the plants roots distribution in soil
(Table 2).
4

θ = ∑ Rk . max( f liq ,k .θ k ,θ pwp )

(16)

k =1

if Tk > T f 1

1

⎧⎪
⎡π .(Tk − 0.5.T f 1 − 0.5.T f 2 ) ⎤ ⎫⎪
f liq ,k = 1 − 0.5.⎨1 − sin ⎢
⎥ ⎬ if T f 2 ≤ Tk ≤ T f 1
Tf1 − Tf 2
⎪⎩
⎣⎢
⎦⎥ ⎪⎭
0
if Tk ≤ T f 2

(17)

with Tf1 and Tf2 being two constant temperatures of 1°C (274.15 °K) and –3 °C (270.15°K).
Vegetation type
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4

1
100
0
0
0

2
-

3
24
38
31
7

4
26
39
29
6

5
25
34
27
14

6
24
41
31
4

7
24
41
31
4

8
35
38
23
4

9
25
34
27
11

Table 2 Roots distribution (Rk) per vegetation type (in %) over the four soil layers. Vegetation
types are listed in Table 1.
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A separate formulation is used for bare soil. In this case relationship (11) is not used and is
replaced by (18). A minimum stomatal resistance is associated to bare soil (Table 1) to
represent the minimum soil resistance and the only stress assumed for soil evaporation is due to
soil water deficit, via the Jarvis function f2.

rc = rs ,min . f 2 ( f liq .θ1 )
2.2

(18)

Averaging at pixel level

Heat flux values for the whole pixel are calculated as a weighted contribution of each tile

LE = ∑ ζ i LEi

and

H = ∑ζ i H i

(19)

where ζi is the fraction of i tile in pixel.
Derivation of the evapotranspiration.
The LE obtained for the whole pixel is expressed in W/m². The corresponding
evapotranspiration values, expressed in mm/h is given by
ET = 3600.LE / Lv
with the latent heat of vaporization ( Lv ) is given by
Lv = [2.501-0.00234 (Ta – 273.15)] 106

(20)

(21)

Sublimation from snow is not considered.
2.3

Equation solving procedure

Solving the equations (1), (6), (7) and (9) taking relations (2), (3), (4), (5), (8) and (10) into
account requires an iterative method, because of the non-linear inter-dependence of the
variables H, LE, Tsk and u*. In the ET implementation, a single point iteration method has been
selected for solving the system of equations, assuming neutral stability as initial condition.
Iteration is stopped when pixel estimates of the four key-variables (H, LE, Tsk, u*) are
stabilized, using a predefined precision (difference between two successive iteration less than
0.015 for H and LE) criterion. When the number of iterations exceeds 100, the process is
stopped and algorithm returns the flag ‘not-converged’.
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2.4

Daily evapotranspiration product (DMET)

Daily evapotranspiration are obtained by temporal integration of instantaneous values
generated by the MET algorithm according to
h2

DMET = ∫ METi (t )dt

(22)

h1

where METi are the instantaneous evapotranspiration estimated provided by the MET algorithm
every 30 minutes for a given day. The integration limits (h1, h2) correspond to the first
(theoretically at 00:30 UTC) and last (theoretically at 24:00 UTC) existing slots for a given
day. In the best situation, a total of 48 images are generated by day what means that for each
MSG pixel, 48 ET values have to be integrated. It happens that some images are missing for a
given day. In order to provide a daily consistent value for each pixel, a linear interpolation
between the closest slots is applied according to
MET j = MET j −1 + 0.5 ( MET j + MET j −1 ) N

(23)

where METj-1 and METj are previous and next existing ET values for the same pixel in
considered day and N is the number of time steps between previous and next existing ET values.
3

Input data

The main input data necessary to retrieve MET are solar radiation at surface ( S ↓ ), long-wave
radiation at surface ( L↓ ), air temperature ( Ta ) and specific humidity ( q a ) at reference height
( z a ), surface air pressure ( Pa ), wind speed ( U a ) at reference height ( z ), surface albedo ( α ),
soil temperature ( Tk ) and soil moisture ( θ k ) at four soil depths ( k ). Input data can be divided
into three categories: a) radiative forcing used for the computation of the net radiation available
at surface; b) meteorological forcing (Numerical Weather Prediction data); and c) land-cover
information. Radiative forcing is derived from SRS (through other LSA-SAF products),
meteorological forcing is obtained from numerical weather prediction (NWP) models
(ECMWF forecasts) and land-cover information is derived from the ECOCLIMAP land cover
data base. More details and examples of input data are provided below.
Category
radiative data
source
SRS
variability
dynamic
Table 3, categories of MET input data.

meteorological data
NWP
dynamic

land cover database
SRS
semi-static

13
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3.1

LSA-SAF data

Radiative variables driving the model are taken from corresponding LSA-SAF products. These
variables are

•
•
•

solar radiation at surface ( S ↓ ) provided by LSA-SAF Downward Surface Short-wave
Flux (DSSF), figure 2.
long-wave radiation at surface ( L↓ ) provided by LSA-SAF Downward Surface Longwave Flux (DSLF), figure 3 and
albedo ( α ) provided by LSA-SAF albedo (AL), figure 4.

For situations where LSA-SAF AL is missing or its associated error is larger than 50%, the
monthly albedo provided by the ECOCLIMAP database (figure 11) is used and the pixel
quality flag is consequently degraded. The temporal sampling rates of these products are 15
minutes for DSSF, 30 minutes for DSLF and 1 day for AL. The spatial resolution of these
products is the nominal resolution of the SEVIRI imager.

Figure 2, LSA-SAF DSSF (W m-2) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.
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Gaps-filling

Figure 3, LSA-SAF DSLF product (W m-2) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC. On the left the
original product and on the right the product after applying the gaps filling procedure.

Figure 4, LSA-SAF Albedo (AL) product for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.
3.2

Numerical weather prediction data

Meteorological auxiliary data needed by the ET algorithm is retrieved from ECMWF forecasts.
This data originally gathered at ECMWF spatial resolution, i.e. 0.25°x0.25°, is mapped into the
MSG grid and spatially interpolated for air temperature (figure 5), dew point temperature
(figure 6), 10-meters wind speed (figure 7), surface atmospheric pressure (figure 8), soil
moisture and soil temperature in the 4 soil layers. These meteorological fields are also linearly
interpolated from three hours to one hour. Dew point temperature, air temperature and air
pressure are used to calculate air specific humidity used in equation 6. Soil moisture and soil
temperature are used jointly to compute the liquid fraction of soil water content available for
evapotranspiration in the root-zone and in the superficial soil layer. Figure 9 represents
temperature and moisture from the upper soil layer.
15
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Figure 5, ECMWF 2m air temperature (C) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.

Figure 6, ECMWF dew-point temperature (C) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.

Figure 7, ECMWF wind speed (m s-1) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.
16
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Figure 8, ECMWF surface atmospheric pressure (hPa) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC

Figure 9, ECMWF first soil layer soil temperature (°C) (left) and soil moisture content
(m3/m3) (right) for 14th June 2008 at 12h UTC.
Since November 2007, a new parameterization has been adopted at ECMWF for SM.
Implication for usage as input into MET algorithm is described in Annex A.
3.3

Land cover data base

ECOCLIMAP is a surface parameter global database at a 1 km resolution developed by MeteoFrance (Masson et al., 2003). It is well suited for use in SVAT schemes embedded in
meteorological and climate models at all horizontal scales. It supports the tiling approach
currently implemented in many well-known SVAT schemes. In this database tile parameters
vary on monthly basis, depending on vegetation types and climatic regions.
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The Evapotranspiration (ET) algorithm developed in the framework of the LSA-SAF is based
on the tile approach, and surface parameters related to cover types are derived from the
ECOCLIMAP database.
The following ECOCLIMAP fields are currently used:
• Vegetation cover
• Tiles distribution
• Leaf Area Index (LAI) on tile basis
• Roughness length on tile basis
• Minimum stomatal resistance on tile basis
• Surface Albedo (only when LSA-SAF AL is missing or is of bad quality).
The LSA-SAF ET algorithm uses a set of Tessel parameters available for 9 different land cover
types. ECOCLIMAP gives a land-cover classification in terms of 11 elementary classes. These
have been associated to the Tessel land cover types according to Table 4.
ECOCLIMAP

LSA-SAF MET algorithm

1. bare soil
2. rocks
3. permanent snow
4. deciduous broadleaf trees
5. coniferous trees
6. evergreen broadleaf trees
7. C3 crops
8. C4 crops
9. irrigated crops
10. natural herbaceous not irrigated
11. swamp herbaceous and gardens

1. bare soil
1. bare soil
2. snow
3. deciduous broadleaf trees
4. evergreen needleleaf trees
5. evergreen broadleaf trees
6. crops, mixed farming
7. irrigated crops
7. irrigated crops
8. short grass
9. bogs and marshes

Table 4, ECOCLIMAP tiles associated to LSA-SAF-ET model tiles.
In the MET approach, different tiles are allowed in each single pixel what is more realistic than
the adoption of the dominant land cover type, particularly in very patchy landscapes. Figure 10
represents the first and second most representative tiles for each MSG pixel over Europe for
the 11 ECOCLIMAP classes. Figure 11 shows the ECOCLIMAP albedo values for the month
of June.

18
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Figure 10, ECOCLIMAP first (left) and second (right) tiles over the MSG grid.

Figure 11, ECOCLIMAP albedo for the month of June, over the MSG grid.
4

Sensitivity Analysis

Main sources of uncertainties cumulated on the MET product deal with sensors performance,
accuracy of cloudy pixels identification, accuracy of atmospheric corrections, surface
heterogeneity and land cover classification. Those uncertainties influence directly or indirectly
the performances of variable like DSSF, DSLF, and AL that in turn provide input for the MET
algorithm. In order to evaluate the impact of input variables uncertainties on the performances
of the MET algorithm, a sensibility analysis was performed over the main algorithm forcing.
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4.1

Methodology

In order to evaluate the uncertainties of a determined input data, we consider a fluctuating
error, chosen randomly into a unbiased Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation
associated to the known products (or variables) error (for example, for DSLF, the RMSE is of
10% of the actual value). At each time step, the fluctuation term is re-evaluated randomly. A
period of about 10 days is considered for these tests (the dataset of Cabauw for LSA-SAF
products and FIFE for the other input variables). The MET algorithm is run 5000 times (or
15000 for global analysis) for each 30 minutes time step, to increase the statistics. With this
amount of simulations, different from each other, we compute for each time step the standard
deviation of the ET distribution produced. Eliminating night values and diverging ones, we
make an estimation of the error induced by the input uncertainties by analyzing statistical
properties of resulting distributions. A control simulation, consisting of a simple run with the
given input data, is also carried out to check that no bias will be introduced in the results.
Datasets:
-Cabauw: 19-30 June 1995, mainly clear sky, input radiation from Cabauw dataset,
meteorological variables from ERA40.
-FIFE: 19-30 June 1987, mainly clear sky, input radiation from FIFE dataset, meteorological
variables from ERA40.
4.2

Results

Five sensitivity analyses have been performed, four concerning partial/individual sensitivity
analyses and one impact analysis of the uncertainty of all input variables together (except soil
moisture). Each of these 5 tests is summarized in Table 5. For all these tests, it is found that
uncertainty on ET induced by input variable uncertainty shows a diurnal cycle. The results
obtained for tests 1 to 3 are presented in Figure 12. In this figure, relative error is displayed in
function of the short-wave incoming radiation measured at surface, which is a good indicator
of diurnal evolution during short clear sky periods. For wind speed, distributions of induced ET
for test 4 are displayed in Figure 13.
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Analysis
Individual Analysis 1
Individual Analysis 2
Individual Analysis 3
Individual Analysis 4

Overall Analysis

Variable
DSSF
DSLF
AL
Specific air humidity
Air temperature
Wind speed
DSSF
DSLF
AL
Specific air humidity
Air temperature
Wind speed

σ
15 W/m²
10% of the actual value
10% of the actual value
20% of the actual value
2K
10% & 20% of the actual value
15 W/m²
10% of the actual value
10% of the actual value
20% of the actual value
2K
10% of the actual value

Dataset
Cabauw
FIFE
FIFE
FIFE

FIFE

Table 5: Summary of the conditions on the 5 tests performed to assess the sensitivity of MET algorithm to
uncertainty to input variables. The first four tests are designed to assess the sensitivity to individual input
components and the last test is dedicated to evaluate the overall error on ET induced by uncertainty on all input
variables. The table list for each test the variables to be tested, the associated error and the datasetused for each
analysis.
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Figure 12: Relation between DSSF range and relative error estimated from individual analyses 1, 2 and 3. ET
values computed for small DSSF are very sensitive to uncertainty on radiation variables.

Figure 13 Distribution of the relative error induced by uncertainty on wind, of 10% on the left and of 20% on the
right.

From Figure 12, we conclude that induced error of less than 10% occurs if DSSF is greater
than 300 W/m², 500 W/m² and 400 W/m², for individual sensitivity analyses 1,2 and 3
respectively. Figure 13 shows that uncertainty of 10% or 20% on wind speed induces relative
error less than 5% on ET.
The global error on ET estimation induced by uncertainties on radiation terms and
meteorological variables considered together are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. As for
individual sensitivity tests, we display in figure 14 ET induced uncertainty as a function of
short-wave incoming radiation measured at the surface.
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Figure 14: Dependence of the relative error induced by uncertainty on wind, air temperature, specific humidity,
albedo, DSSF and DSLF on DSSF.

Figure 15: Superposition of the individual errors (colour lines) and of the overall error evaluated (black line).
Comparing individual errors, we conclude that the major sensitivities come from air specific humidity and air
temperature. The positive conclusion is that the overall error is less than the sum of the individual errors.

As a conclusion of this last test, we can quantify the contribution of each variable to the overall
error by comparing results from individual sensitivity tests, as seen in Figure 15. The graph
shows that the combined sensitivity analysis gives an overall uncertainty lower than the sum of
individual uncertainties. This point was also noted by Gellens-Meulenberghs (2005) with a
different sensitivity study. Based on the adopted uncertainties, ET algorithm is more sensitive
to radiation than to wind speed. Sensitivity to air temperature and specific humidity seems also
very important.
From Figure 14 and 15, we can note that uncertainty in ET shows a diurnal cycle, with a
relative error less than 25% of the actual value (PRD quality criterion) for short-wave
incoming radiation greater than 300 W/m², i.e. most of the diurnal values. For large zenithal
angles, relative error is growing beyond 25%, however, absolute error becomes small, as seen
in Figure 15, in agreement with the PRD quality criterion for small ET values.
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Product description

The MET algorithm produces evapotranspiration estimates in mm/h over the full MSG disk
(four LSA-SAF defined windows) at MSG/SEVIRI spatial resolution with a 30 minutes time
step. Together with the ET map, a quality flag image is also generated. This image has the
same size as the ET image and provides information on pixel-by-pixel basis. It informs about
the quality of input variables and if pre/post-processing (gap filling) was performed on input or
output data. Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 present evapotranspiration estimates over different MSG
regions and the corresponding quality flag images for the day 1st August 2007 at 12 h UTC.

Figure 16, Evapotranspiration images (on the left) over Europe and corresponding Quality flags images (on the
right) for the 1st August 2007 at 3 different hours (0900, 1200 and 1500).
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Figure 17, Evapotranspiration images (on the left) over North of Africa and corresponding Quality flags images
(on the right) for the 1st August 2007 at 2 different hours (1200 and 1500).

Figure 18, Evapotranspiration images (on the left) over South of Africa and corresponding Quality flags images
(on the right) for the 1st August 2007 at 2 different hours (1200 and 1500).
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Figure 19, Evapotranspiration images (on the left) over South America and corresponding Quality flags images
(on the right) for the 1st August 2007 at 2 different hours (1200 and 1500).

Figure 20, daily evapotranspiration (mm d-1) images over Europe (upper left), North Africa (upper right), South
America (bottom right) and South Africa (bottom right) for the 1st December 2009.
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DMET product is provided with 2 images informing the number of values (slots) missing for
each pixel and the percentage it represents. The Figure 20 shows an example of daily ET
result.
6

Global quality and added value

Global quality
As shown in the companion ‘validation report’ (ET validation report 2008), the LSA-SAF ET
version 04 was extensively validated over more than 20 ground reference sites over the world
Results provide confidence that the LSA-SAF ET is robust and capable of reproducing ET
estimates with a range of uncertainty similar to measurements uncertainty.
While the comparisons with the output from well-known models like ECMWF and GLDAS
show that similar values ranges are produced, it doesn’t provide conclusions about the quality
of the product. It allows nevertheless detecting some areas where largest discrepancies occur
what can be very useful to focus attention and check if modeling improvements are needed.
Based on the current results, we conclude that the performances of the algorithm are in general
very good.

Added value
The LSA-SAF ET approach has the following advantages:
1) compared to the results of empirical approaches, the applicability of LSA-SAF ET
methodology is not restricted to a few particular areas with same characteristics as used for
calibration sites, but is possible over large areas;
2) compared to most remote sensing approaches, LSA-SAF ET results are provided for all
nebulosity conditions (clear sky, cloudy, overcast situations); short time step results can be
integrated to provide meaningful sums of actual ET over longer time steps;
3) compared to results deduced from polar satellites, LSA-SAF ET results are provided with a
higher frequency (30 minutes) allowing to monitor the ET diurnal cycle and quickly
evolving fluctuations associated to cloud cover variations at short time step;
4) compared to results deduced from polar satellites, daily total values, or multiple days sums,
are readily obtained by adding the contribution of each 30 minutes time steps; no
assumption about a constant evaporation fraction through the days is needed to compute
LSA-SAF ET, neither at short time step, nor over longer periods;
5) compared to ET output from NWP models, dependency of forecast errors is limited by the
use of forcing derived from remote sensing; in particular, clouds location is accurately
monitored (not predicted) which allows to better estimate surface radiative fluxes used as
mains drivers to compute LSA-SAF ET;
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6) compared to ET output from GCMs and GLDAS, LSA-SAF ET is available for users with a
higher temporal (30 minutes) and spatial resolution (MSG spatial resolution);
7) compared to ET output from LAMs, LSA-SAF ET is produced with a uniform methodology
over a considerably larger spatial domain (MSG full disk);
8) thanks to the collaboration of a large panel of flux providers, LSA-SAF ET is extensively
validated (see Validation Report) and submitted to a continuous validation process aiming
to increase reference series length and the number of validation sites; validation is done
both over past fields campaigns and with flux data coming from operational measurements
networks; validation strategy includes both local and regional spatial scales and can be
considered at the top of what is currently available in the scientific litterature;
9) based on the validation activity results, research is continuously pursued in view to improve
LSA-SAF ET methodology.
One important advantage of the ET algorithm is its capability of generating ET estimates in all
weather conditions. This characteristic will be appreciated by researchers involved in
hydrological modeling specially those dealing with models with time-steps less than one day.
The ET product could also interest people involved in agriculture and water management since
ET can be used as an indicator of the water shortage. Spatial resolution is also an advantage for
users involved in environment monitoring and climate survey. For people dealing with NWP,
the ET product needs to be based on additional SRS input. Research will be pursued in this
direction in the future.
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ANNEX A: Impact of the change from Tessel to H-Tessel soil moisture into LSA-SAF
evapotranspiration.

Introduction

Since November 2007, ECMWF has adopted a new parameterization for its Soil-VegetationAtmosphere Transfer (SVAT) scheme. The SVAT scheme named ‘H-Tessel’ (Balsamo et al.,
2008) is now used instead of the former ‘Tessel’ (van den Hurk et al., 2000). One of the
changes comes from the different parameterizations used that refer now to 6 different soil
textures instead of a unique averaged soil type. Impacts on results are expected for any
application using ECMWF soil moisture (SM) as input. Users of the previous “old” scheme
SM, who will pursuing their results production in a homogeneous way, need to retrieve at first
SM values compatible with the former Tessel scheme, “old” scheme SM values being recalculated from current SM. A note has been released by ECMWF for this purpose
(see http://www.ecmwf.int/products/changes/soil_hydrology_cy32r3/index.html).
The LSA-SAF MET algorithm (e.g. version v04) uses as SM input ECMWF SWVL (soil
water content) for the 4 soil layers. It is anticipated that without any recalibration, the simple
change from Tessel SM to H-Tessel SM as input in the MET algorithm should have a large
impact on ET results.
The objective of this annex is to provide an example to illustrate this impact. The 14th June
2008 at 12h TU has been selected arbitrary for this purpose.

Tessel and H-Tessel soil moisture

Contrary to previous ECMWF soil parameterization (Tessel) which uses only one uniform soil
type over the whole spatial domain, the current parameterization (H-Tessel) considers 6
different soil textures derived from the FAO soil textures maps (see figure 1).

Figure 1: soil textures used by H-Tessel.
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Tessel like soil moisture for the 4 soil layers have been assessed for the case of 14th June 2008
at 12h UTC from the new soil moisture following the procedure recommended by ECMWF.
Figure 2 shows that SM values provided by the current parameterization in which soil texture
is taken into account (left hand side) are higher than values provided by the previous
parameterization where a uniform soil type was considered over the whole area (right hand
side).

Figure 2: New H-Tessel (left) vs. old reconstructed Tessel (right) SM from ECMWF model.
14th June 2008 at 12 h UTC.
Impact on evapotranspiration

The LSA-SAF MET algorithm has been applied to compute evapotranspiration (ET) with
uncorrected (H-Tessel) and corrected (rebuilt Tessel) SM, all other input data being kept
unchanged (figure 3). The ET values provided with current uncorrected SM are clearly higher
than ET values obtained with the old parameterization.
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Figure 3: ET (mm.h-1) computed with uncorrected (left) and corrected (right) SM input. 14th June
2008 at 12 h UTC.
Figure 4 presents a zoom from figure 3 over Belgium. On 14th June, the weather was bad over
Belgium with temperatures below the normal values. Cloudiness was high with little showers.

Figure 4: ET (mm.h-1) over Belgium computed with uncorrected (left) and corrected (right) SM
input. 14th June 2008 at 12 h UTC.
Instantaneous ET values produced by the MET algorithm with uncorrected SM ranges from
0.05 to 0.45 mm h-1 while ET values obtained with corrected SM ranges from 0.02 to 0.29 mm
h-1. Mean ET values observed in 4 stations in Belgium between 11h30 and 12h30 TU were
included between 0.06 and 0.25 mm h-1. Although comparisons with MET results should be
done at tile level (see Validation Report) these values are more compatible with ET obtained
with corrected SM values. Without any correction, ET from MET algorithm seems to be
largely overestimated.
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In order to provide homogeneous time series, there is a clear need to correct the new SM
before using them to compute LSA-SAF ET. This insures a full compatibility with results
provided in the MET v04 validation report.

Conclusion

The LSA-SAF MET algorithm has been applied to compute ET for the case of 14th June 2008
at 12h UTC. ET results obtained with uncorrected (H-Tessel) and corrected (from rebuilt
Tessel) SM are completely different. It is necessary to correct the soil moisture used as input to
the MET algorithm in order to produce correct ET estimates and homogeneous time series. In
this way, compatibility with information provided in the Validation Report is ensured.
The correction has been implemented in the LSA-SAF operational system in July 2009. It
needs to be applied in the pre-processing. Indeed, it is safer to proceed to the nomenclature
change in the original ECMWF grid, before performing the spatial interpolation on the MSG
grid. A clear documentation and an example of MARS script to retrieve ECMWF SWVL is
provided
in
the
note
http://www.ecmwf.int/products/changes/soil_hydrology_cy32r3/index.html.
Further research is necessary in order to exploit the new ECMWF SM in the future.
Recalibration of the ET algorithm will be needed. SM data from available reanalysis (ERA-40,
ERA-Interim) cannot be used directly for this purpose as they are produced with the old Tessel
scheme.
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